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Last week I had the great pleasure of purchasing what is known as a Victorian Ladies Sentimental
Album. An album of poems , sayings , pencil drawings and paintings by a lady of means who lived in
Oxfordshire. The Pencil drawings and paintings are exquisite and the poems and verses interesting
all written by family and friends . It was started in 1833 and the last entries are in 1882. The album
itself was assembled in the early 1840s by John Betts of Compton Street , Brunswick Square London.
Betts was a print publisher and publisher of maps , atlases and folding globes . He retailed from this
address between 1839 and 1846 . The Album contains 5 different types of paper but the bulk of it is
gilt edged and Watermarked Whatmans Turkey Mill , the finest paper of its time .



There are 34 sheets of unused Whatmans paper some as good as new , a paper highly prized by
early Calotypists.

In 1849 Dr John Adamson in his article on photography wrote

“It is very much otherwise, however, with the paper on which the picture is to be taken; and we
believe that many incipient photographers have thrown up the art in despair, because they did not
happen to use good paper, and were not aware that their want of success could be owing to this
cause. It is to be hoped that ere long the trials, now in the hands of more than one experimentalist,
will result in the use of glass plates, or some fabric more perfect than any paper at present in use.
The desirable qualities in paper are a smooth, fine, and uniform texture, with a sizing so strong, that
the paper is not bibulous when put into water, and especially the absence of all chemicals,
sometimes employed in its manufacture. These requisites have usually been found, in a tolerable
degree, in a yellow post, bearing the watermark, Whatman, Turkey-mill, and better in old than in
new specimens. Until some fabric of better qualities is produced, the photographer should examine
all the varieties of paper he can find, in which he will be assisted by dipping them in water ; and
having selected and marked the most perfect specimens, he should subject them to a comparative
trial of the whole process, to discover the best.”



Eight years earlier Robert Hunt in the first book about photography “ A Popular Treatise on the art
of photography “ prescribed “ A paper known to stationers as satin post, double glazed bearing
the mark of J Whatmans Turkey Mill is decidedly superior to every other kind I have tried “. What did
Dr John mean by Yellow post ? Why and who were Whatmans ? And why were older papers better
than new ? What does double glazed mean when referring to paper .

. The Calotype was Talbot’s discovery of September 1840 and was the beginning of modern
photography the forerunner to the film negative. It was made on fine writing paper and had the
significant advantage over its rival the Daguerreotype in that it could be duplicated many times.

It was also of course a favourite of the partnership of Robert Adamson and David Octavius Hill.

Whatmans paper was the most famous paper maker in Britain . Indeed it’s brand was also famous
for its quality in Europe where it was sometimes in modern terms pirated. Fake Whatmans paper
was produced in France , Germany and Austria. James Whatman started manufacturing paper in
1733 his mill was situated on the river Len just East of Maidstone in Kent , and is credited with the
discovery of Wove paper in 1756 . His successor James II invented a paper whitening process using
laundry blue . In 1790 William Balston took over mill operations after the younger Whatman
suffered a stroke . William Balston was an expert paper maker who had learn the art under
Whatman himself. In 1796 Balston went into partnership with two local businessmen. In 1805
William Balston decided to go it alone setting up another mill to the West of Maidstone on the River
Medway. This was the first paper mill to be powered by steam. The Hollingworth brothers continued
manufacturing paper at the original Turkey mill. Crucially both mills had rights to the Whatman



watermark” J Whatman “ until eventually things came to a head and Hollingworths papers were
distinguished from Balston paper by the addition of the words Turkey Mill or Turkey mills to the
watermark mark. Despite the rivalry between the Turkey and Springfield mills it was in their
interests to come each others aid from time to time . The public paid little attention to the fact that
two different companies produced “Whatmans “ paper . What hurt one company could easily hurt
the other. I suspect that because the name Turkey Mill is so memorable that now as then the fact
that there were two mills bearing the watermark J Whatman is overlooked. It is also certain that the
paper of each mill differed from the other . Particularly as time went on and the Turkey Mill was
increasingly mechanised.

Whatmans invention of Wove paper superseded Laid paper . Put very very simply Wove paper in
contrast to laid is just a plain sheet of paper when viewed in transmitted light . Laid paper when held
up to the light has lines in it.

0

The majority of modern papers are Wove , only a few specialty papers are laid . In the early
nineteenth century the reverse was true.

The finest papers were made from the best raw materials with the greatest of care and only the
finest sheets were selected.



The raw materials for making papers during the brief Calotype era of the 1840s and 1850s were linen,
cotton and hemp sourced from old rags , new cuttings , old rope and sail cloth to name but a few .
Some would have been clean and others dirty or even mouldy. The supply of these was often
irregular and there was often a shortage of the best white linens and rags . White paper especially
white writing paper was the best and composed almost entirely of the whitest linens rags. The
selection of the best rags for the best paper was down to the skill of the rag sorters. The shortage of
high quality rags may explain why the papers of some years were better than others. After sorting
the rags were converted into pulp . This was done by what was known as a washer beater driven by
the mills waterwheel . This was a very skilled operation, only marginally less so than making a sheet
of paper by hand.

The pulp was then diluted with water to a milk like consistency ready for the vatman to make his
sheet. This was done by separating the fibre from the water in which it was suspended, using a sieve
like construction – the mould , which allowed the water to pass through leaving the paper on its wire
cover . The sheet was separated from the mould by a member of the team known as the Coucher
who transferred it onto a woollen cloth by means of a combined rotary and pressing action . The
separated sheets were then taken to a drying loft . Here the sheets were air dried . As drying
proceeded the paper became stronger but was still unsuitable for use with ink , watercolour or
indeed photographic chemicals.



The next stage of the process was to Size the paper . This was carried out in order to give the paper
strength and prevent the inks , paints or chemicals saturating the paper. Gelatine was predominantly
used in England and starch on the continent. Gelatine was derived from Animal hides and could be
fleshings off the inner side of the hide or the trimmings from the skin tissue . The latter was
produced by using quicklime which de haired the hide . The liming produced a calcium gelatinate.
The tannery usually produced the gelatine and the paper mill washed out the surplus lime. Sheep
trimmings produced a weaker gelatine but a whiter paper . Different weights of paper required
different strengths of sizing, Light weight hard writing paper needing a weaker solution than say a
heavy watercolour paper. The strongest gelatine produced from tanners cuttings reduced the
whiteness of the paper. The elder Whatman inherited a tanning business and would have been able
to know which parts of the hide to accept or reject. The paper was sized in a metal tub filled with a
solution of gelatine and heated to between 50 and 60 degrees. Alum (potash alum) was added to
bind the gelatine to the paper . Sheets of paper were immersed in the tub until saturated and then
removed to a press where the excess gelatine was squeezed out . The paper was then allowed to
cool and taken to a drying loft to air dry . Hurrying the process by using heat produced inferior
papers. The best mills ensured their utensils were keep scrupulously clean. Some mills never
cleaned them which gave a dirty dull cast to the paper. The ph of Whatmans gelatine sized papers
was 4.5 to 5.0. Limed hide reacted well to Alum. The ph is interesting . Many modern papers need
to be acidified in order to work with the Calotypes finely balanced chemistry. Indeed Robert Hunt in
has 1853 Manual of Photography recommended acidifying some otherwise good papers with nitric
acid.

It should be noted that Whatmans paper produced with Alum have lasted more than two centuries.
My experience of gelatine sized papers is that they produce intense blacks and good whites. The
great French photographer of the 1850s Gustav Le Gray had a Calotype process where Isinglass was
used , Isinglass being a very high quality gelatine made from fish bladders . His country man Eduard
Baldus had a gelatine process which preserved the paper up to a week and the dry plate processes
of Norris Hill and Chas Long in the late 1850s used meta gelatine (heated) to preserve the plates for
several weeks , although the down side was a loss of speed during exposure. After sizing the paper
was sorted for faults and graded into various qualities , the best being white writing . Lower grades
but still white were used for printing and copy papers . Finishing or perfecting generally involved
further , dry pressing and in some cases “glazing”. This process originally involved hammering ,
slicking with a smooth stone , or the use of a Glazing wheel to buff the surface . In later years this
achieved by pressing rollers . Double glazed simply meant that it was pressed numerous times . The
Calotype coincided with increasing mechanisation of the paper industry. And various methods to
reduce costs which were detrimental to the Calotype. The industry started to use Rosin to size the
paper , the advantage being that it could be added to the pulp and before sheet formation thus
eliminating the expensive process of sizing with Gelatine. The quality of rag was also reduced as the
industry used more cotton in the process , an increased reliance on inferior rags was enabled by
bleaching with chlorine gas . Thus inferior materials were used for finer papers. Interestingly of the
two mills the Hollingworths at the Turkey Mill became increasingly mechanised ceasing production
of hand made paper in 1857 . Remarkably the Springfield Mill resisted mechanisation until 1932
when it acquired a Fourdrinier machine . After sizing the sheets were then counted in to Quires and
Reams . A quire was 24 sheets and a ream was 20 quires (480 sheets).



In the nineteenth century paper termed post was a writing paper varying in size. Small Post Octavo
4.5 x 7.0 inches Small Post Quarto 7.0 x9.0 inches Large Post Octavo 5.0 x 8.0 inches Large Post
Quarto 8.0 x 10.0 inches. Or roughly Half plate to Whole plate in Victorian photographic terms. The
arrival of the Penny Black and the birth of the modern postal system in 1840 having an impact on the
paper industries nomenclature.

In an advert for Antoine Claudets studio the Talbotype portrait sizes equate to the “post” paper
sizes listed above.

In an undated stock list of weights and sizes made by Whatmans. . The colours of the thinner
writing papers were blue laid, blue wove , cream laid , creamWove and Yellow Wove . Which mill
the list refers to is not specified.

In the stock list there is no White paper listed but there is a yellow paper. Given that the aim when
producing a writing paper was to be as white and smooth as possible this is intriguing. The use of
blue writing paper was the fashion during the mid nineteenth century. In 2003 Katherine Ermin,
James Tate and James Berry analysed some of the Calotypes by Robert Adamson and David Octavius
Hill . They also found that in some instances that they varied the maker of paper and that
sometimes the paper contained smalt. Smalt was tiny particles of cobalt (blue) added as a blue



pigment to the rags during manufacture to produce a colour corrected paper . Today, commercial
bright white paper manufacture still uses a similar process, called ‘OBA’s’, abbreviation for Optical
Brightening Agents as do some domestic washing powders. As well as being a bleaching agent
Cobalt was used as a colouring agent for painters , ceramicists and glass makers . The use of Smalt
was invented by Dutch paper makers during the eighteenth century or according to some sources
the younger Whatman.

Given that William Balston was an expert papermaker and had been apprentice to Whatman . I
wonder if the use of smalt distinguishes the paper produced at Springfield to that of the Turkey Mill.

The Turkey Mill is now a Business Park and also a Wedding venue spotlessly clean and far from the
noise and industry of the mill in the mid nineteenth century although some of the old build8ngs still
exist .The site of the Springfield Mill is a derelict waste ground awaiting a housing development. The
name of Whatman is honoured by the Whatman park on the opposite side of the river Medway to
the Springfield Mill.

Such was the quality of the paper that some of the pages are like new and the pencil drawings and
paintings are as fresh as the day they were created. The inks and paints have stayed on the surface
of the paper and have not seeped through to the back , the paper doing its job perfectly. Victorian
indeed Georgian technology at its best .








